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GLOBAL STARTUPS 
PITCH 2022 in JAPAN

vol.1 Upcoming ASEAN Startups   

January 26th (WED) 16:00 – 17:30 (JST)

High Potential Startups from ASEAN  
are on the stage!

Online (ZOOM)

FinTech, IT, EdTech, HRTech, Game Development, Logistics , 

E-Commerce

6 startups from Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia! (Scheduled)

SIPS Group Presents

FREE
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By
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By



GLOBAL STARTUPS 
PITCH 2022 in JAPAN

vol.1 Upcoming ASEAN Startups

January 26th (WED) 16:00 – 17:30 (JST)

SIPS Group Presents

For APPLY (Until 1/24!)
Social Impact 

Solutions Co., Ltd. 

(SIPS) 

*The event will be held in English

(With Japanese Translation)

About SIPS 
Please scan QR code 

and fill up the form 

for registration. 

TIME SCHEDULE

NeuXP Sdn Bhd (Malaysia)
NeuXP is a digital banking platform provider that
integrates banking and lifestyle services into one
single app, offering flexible, accessible, and simple
omnichannel user experience. Its fully digitalized
banking platform is designed to address the banking
concerns and ease the journey of non-residents in
Europe, the US, Asia and beyond.

EnGame (Malaysia)
EnGame uses games to acquire and retain customers
for our merchant subscribers on our Online Voucher
Arcade Platform. By subscribing to the platform,
merchants will be able to promote their business and
brand in the form of vouchers in Tap Master to excite
and engage their customers.

The Heritage Opera (Indonesia)
The Heritage of Opera (THO) is a heritage
branding service that utilizes creative works to
promote cultural heritage and assist the city
branding and regional revitalization in Asia. Our
vision is to accelerate the potential of cultural
heritage as the driver for sustainable urban
development.

PT Teknologi Integrasi Kelola 
Nusantara (Indonesia)

PT Teknologi Indonesia Grup (Indonasia)
Teknologi.id is a multi-platform media company that
focuses on Indonesian and global technological
developments. We committed to working side by
side with developers, pioneers, and industry to
build a better technology development ecosystem.
Trusted by more than hundreds of thousand
readers every month and Instagram followers up to
160K.

Happily.ai (Thailand)

16：00～
16：05～
16：10～

17：25～
17：30      

Opening
Introduction of SIPS Group 
Pitch Presentations
10 Minutes per Team       
(Pitch 7 minutes+ Q&A 3 minutes)
Closing Speech
END

Happily.ai is an employee engagement and people
analytics platform for SMBs that brings people
together to improve their workplace and culture.
Daily feedback and guided social interactions create
positive behavior change with real-time data that
helps companies understand their talent, make better
people decisions, and increase retention.

For Enquiry 
If you have any question

regarding this event, 

please scan QR code and

fill up the form. 


